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Between Here and HartfordSEE ABOUT
THE FEDERAL INCOME TAX
By ROY G. a n d GLADYSC. BLAKEY. Nominated by Banking Magaaine one of the ten
best business books of the year. "The most important work t o date on the Federal income
tax. was described as 'basic and indispensable.' The book will offer a background far the
in March
study of the problems presented by this method of tanation."-CECILIA EEL
Special Libraries. Indez. 640 pp. 47 toblea and 13 charts,
$7.50

..

THE TELEPHONE IN A CHANGING WORLD
By MARIONMAY DILTS. ''Elementary, non-technical, but interesting treatment.. . i t
describes the struggles of telephone pioneers, early public reaction, progress in the United
Ststes contrasted with foreign developments, telephone operators, problems of directories, important by-products of telephone research, and the difficulties of international networks. Ertensive notes and references supporting the author's views are sppended."-Hannmo A. vox URFF
in the Library Journal. Zndez. Notes. %34pp. 16 pp. ofrotopauuw plates. Ready Apn'l %3.
$2.60

19th ANNUAL OF ADVERTISING ART
The 19TR ART ANNUALis the largest ever issued. I t includes all the 946 pictures and
designs chosen from over GOO0 entries to be placed in the 19th Annual Exhibition of the Art
Directors Club. Fifteen men eminent in art, advertising and graphic arts have contributed
articles. Miniatures of conlplete advertisements show how each illustration was used and locate
each picture by page number. Special indexes list all artists and designers, advertisers, and
and
advertising.. agents
whose work is re~resented,with the pane
.
. . numbers on which it amears,
..
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$ 2p
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ANCHORS IN TWO CONTINENTS: The Life of W. R. Graoe
By KATRERINE BURTON. Thefirst biography of the international merchant, statesman and
philsnthropist who, in founding W. R. Grace and Company, started the Grace Lines, founded
Grace Institute, and was twice Mayor of New York. An important study of an important
figure in the expansion of American business in the last half of the 19th century, this life of Mr.
Grace gives a remarkable picture of New York's business, political and social life during the late
1800's. Fmntispiece. Ifidez. 3P0 pp. Ready May PI.
BY.00

DIPLOMAT BETWEEN WARS
By IIUGHR. WILSON. "A substantial contribution to the history of the betweenwars period by a competent and honest ohserver."-Osw~m GARXIBOKVILLARDin the
Satwday Rminu of Litwotu7e. "The most helpful portrayal one is likely to encounter of the
world's uneasy tottering toward war from 1920 onward, and its predestined approach to the present Armageddon, presented by Americas' latest Ambassador t o Germany."-The BaltimoreSun.
83.00
Frontispiece. Zndez of Names. 352 pp.

.. ,.at your bookstore or on approval to S.L.A. members .. ..
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THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT-what It Is and What It Means
By HELENSOBENSON.
Assistant Professor of Home Economies, University of Illinois. This
book belongs in the library of business organizations, advertising agencies as well as consumer
organizations, home economists and schools where home and consumer economicr are taught.
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DESIGN FOR INDUSTRIAL CO-ORDINATION-A Technique
for Co-ordinatin& the Primary Functions in the Field of Industrial
Organization
By ROBERT
W .POI(TER_A major discovery in the field of management for everyone concerned

with better co-ordination in the operation of a business. Here a management consultant, out of
wide and varied experience, tells how to get a better day's work done with less confusion, a t less
cost, with less energy, a t a greater profit, and with less capital and economic hazard. Shows how
$3.00
t o apply %Ielements of eo-ordination to get the maximum of effectiveness.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FOR BOYS-A Program

for

Schools

and Social Agencies

By Roeem C.COLE. A book for all social agencies end youth counsellors giving vocational and

employment advice t o boys and young men. Offers lstest technics for guidance and placement
work which can be easily adapted t o the needs of any group or organization. Grows out of the
author's long experience in assisting young men t o prepare for and find jobs for which they are
best equipped, and especially his recent work with the Worcester (Massaehwtts) Boys' Club.
$9.50

LATIN AMERICAN TRADE-IIOW io Get and lfold It
By h a m HENIUB.A book of interest t o every business man which proposes a new plan that
would mean full reciprocity, more and continued trade with the Latin American republics,
employment for our factories, ships and men. I t would pay cash for all our exports, without
hardship to the Latin customers, and it would assure that United States dollars spent in South
$LO0
America will in turn bespent in our own United States, in free trade.

INTRODUCTION TO THE COOPERATIVE MOVEMENT
By A ~ o m wJ. KREBB. A complete anthology of carefully selected writings on the consumer cooperative movement from Robert Owen on. The excerpts include the history, economics,
operation and procedures as set forth by leading exponents of consumer cooperation and provide
an invaluable source of reference for any groups interested in any aspect of the cooperative
$9.00
movement.
At your bookstore. Or forfive
days' free ewminafionfrom

HARPER & BROTHERS

8

49 East 33rd Street
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New York

Technique of the Library Resources
Survey
By ROBERT B. DOWNS
y Libraries, Ncw York City

T

HE survey-economic,
educational, scientific, sociological-is a
typical American institution. T'irtually every phase of education, for
example, has come under the surveyor's
scrutiny in recent years. These investigations have varied from those which, for
all practical purposes, are worthless and
soon forgotten t o others which have profoundly influenced the educational system. In the coordinate field of libraries,
surveys have dealt chiefly with technical
processes and administrative procedures.
T h e primary reason for the existence of
libraries-their
actual contents or holdings--is an aspect generally neglected.
As its fundamental importance becomes
more widely recognized, however, the
study of library resources is receiving
increasing attention.
Surveys of resources naturally require
money and time. Do their uses and values
justify such expenditures? From the internal point of view, the survey, if properly done, gives one an opportunity to
stand off and get an objective look a t the
library, to see its strength, its weaknesses,
the directions in which it has been developing, how i t compares with other
similar libraries, how well the collection
is adapted to its clientele, and provide:, a
basis for future planning. T h e external
view is equally to be considered in an era
of library cooperation. Here the survey
furnishes a guide to the research worker
in locating materials which he might
otherwise overlook or find with difficulty;
it gives leads for inter-library loan in-

quiries; it is an essential adjunct to the
organization of union catalogs; and i t is
indispensable in working out agreements
for library specialization and divisions of
collecting interests.
T h e technique for describing and evaluating library facilities on the research
level is relatively new and experimental.
No generally accepted standards have
been established, chiefly, perhaps, because it is almost impossible to define
research materials. Anything in printed
or manuscript form is of potential research value. Even when one is dealing
with a reasonably well defined field, the
problem of achieving clear descriptions
is an extremely difficult one. Without
attempting t o set u p any ideal scheme for
a resources study, the present article will
discuss, from some experience and observation, certain phases of the problenl.
First, who should make the survey?
There is no desire to revive here the controversy on the relative merits of professors andlibrarians or on subject experts
versus general librarians. No hard a n d
fast rules can be established for individuals vary too greatly in background,
breadth of view, and knowledge of the
literature of a subject. In a majority of
cases close collaboration between the specialist and librarian is most desirable.
Each brings something to the task which
the other lacks. T h e librarian usually has
some knowledge of the scarcity and
market value of material, is familiar
with all types of bibliographic tools, has
comparable data on other libraries, and

is more likely to look a t the library's
collections as a whole. In contrast, t h e
subject expert has specialized information
and knows what matcrials are most useful
in his field. H e often has narrow interests,
however, and is inclined t o underrate or
overrate his own library, depending upon
his acquaintance with other collectjons.
T h e perfect comhination would appear
t o be the special librarian who is thoroughly familiar both with a particular
field and with library science.
Regardless of who is chosen for the
work, an adequate period of preliminary
preparation is one of t h e essentials of a
successful library survey. Exact planning will assure some degree of uniformity
in the final product-a
characteristic
usually lacking in surveys of multiple
authorship because of varying backgrounds and kinds o f experience. T h e
aim should be to make the d a t a compact,
to cover all pertinent facts, and to be
sufficiently definite for the subject specialist. Therefore, one must know what
details are wanted and precisely what to
look for in each collection. While not
applicable to all libraries, the following
points are suggested as having value in
appraising different types o f collections:
a. Learn somethiw of the ohjectiver of the l i b r a ~ yor inrtitutioo. There arc o r d i n a d y reflected in its holdingi
b. Examine any orinted matter -report,, handbooks, bibliocraohies. catalo=s.
... dercriotivc oublications-isrued
by the library
. I f the library ir devoted to a s ~ e c i r held,
l
familiarize
onordl with the literature of that held through the besf
available handbooks, as.. far eramole.
. . Crane's G'widc lo
IhcLi,crot"r"o/chcmiiby. Dutcher'sGuidcto Riiiaricol
Lilrmlurc, Wright's Aid> lo Ceogrnphicoi Reieorrh, and
Nicks' Moleriais mid Mdhods a j L l c o l Rcrcarrh.
d. Ouostionnaires. coiremandence. and similar lana~distnnce method. of invertiprting a library are unsati..
factory in numerous rerywts. Firrt-hand study of a
collection by a p r o ~ e r l yt ~ a i n e dsurveyor produco the
most accurate resultr.
e. Make use of thc e r ~ e r knowledge
t
of any rcccsaible iibraiianr, subject rp,cialirls, colleclori, and others who
may hare irrtimate a<a"ainlanre with the particular
library being siudicdor with matcrirlr in that field.
1. Try t o follow c r r ~ i nmodels of de~cripfion. Potter's
Li,,,ory o j IIomord u n i v r n i , y contains many admirable
errmples.Avoid generalitiei and rtick to concrete facts
insnfar ar practicable. T h i i is one of f h s most dimcult
~ r o b l u n soncoontered by the surveyor, for i t is always a
temptation t o ~ u b r t i i u t erdjectivcs for hgurer. 111ust.a-

~ . . . .~

.

.

.

Lion offacts which may be given are the number of vol.
umcs or items in a collection. ~ e r i o d rcovered, up-todateuerr, lists of o u t ~ t a n d i nfitlei,
~
f o r m of material
included, =ad the divisions of r subject strongly repreienf.d.
9. Among indirer of strength, journal h a l d i n ~ sarc fie9ucnt1y of primary intcrcrt to the research worker.
Bearing on this feature air the number of i e ~ i a l scurrently receiwd, the number r e ~ m c n t e dby complete or
consid~rablefiles, and the distribution over vrriuui subjcclhddr. The Union 1,irl ojSrriolr i n the Uniird Sloter
is helpful in defermining the icarcity of r serial titles,
and clariihed lists of the la ad in^ journalsin oach subject
division may be found in Ulrich's Pcriodiralr Dircdory
m d Van Hoeren's Bibliography
h. Other factors which may influence the usefulnerr of a
collection. and which should bo taken info account in
the cvaluatiny p r o m s , are c a p e r a f i v e progiamr vifh
neighborinl inrtitutiunr, whereby a libmry'r holding.
may be ~ u p ~ l e m e n t eedr;c h a w c relations (it3 own publi<ationr or duolicatcri with other libraries:. unoub1ish.d
.
material (eoohdential repoils, corre~ondenco, historical manuscript^, nrchiuer, ctc.); the number and
nature of vertical files sad similar ephemeral material.

Incidental t o such points as those
enumerated are several questions on
which there is a considerable diversity of
opinion. For instance, how significant is
t h e number of volumes or items in a
library? Certainly it should be only one
criterion; no less important are the types
of publications comprised in the collection, the degree to which the collection
is being currently maintained, and t o
what extent it includes the basic sets,
journals, and other works. Nevertheless,
t h e number of pieces is a useful measuring
stick and is frequently an accurate indication of a library's effectiveness. Another
problem is t h e listing of individual titles.
Obviously there must be a limit to such
listing, particularly if publication is intended. A survey is not a union catalog.
T h e utmost one can expect to do is to
record illustrative titles-perhaps files of
major journals, monumental sets, and
extraordinarily rare items. A selected
group of actual examples lends definiteness and concreteness to the statement of
a library's resources. An excessive number, however, grows tedious, is hard to
follow, and swamps descriptive comment
in a mass of detail.
T h e form and arrangement o f a survey
have a direct bearing on its usefulness.

There are various possible schemes.
Richardson's Index Directory to Special
Coliections in North American Libraries
is arranged first by states and cities and
then alphabetically by subjects. T h e
British A S L I R Directory is arranged alphabetically under numerous small subject headings, followed by a list o f places
where the material is to be found. T'he
Special Libraries Directory of the Uniied
States follows a geographical arrangement,
by states and cities, with full indexes of
subjects, libraries, and personnel. Almond
and Fisher's Special Collections in the
Hooner Library on W a r , Revohtion, and
Peace is first by types of material, then by
broad subjects, and finally by countries.
Potter's Library of Harvard University
is made u p of descriptions of special
collections, alphabetically by subjects.
Brown's Guide to the Reference CoNections
o f the New Tork Public Library follows
t h e classification scheme of t h a t library.
T h e Faculty Survey of the Uniuersity o f
Pennsyhania Libraries takes the principal
fields in which the University offers instruction and arranges these alphabetically. T h e Resources of Southern Libraries
is in two sections, one dealing with types
of material, the other with subjects.
Raney's University Libraries (Chicago)
has taken the several major divisions of
knowledge, subdivided these, and has
also included a section on forms of material. Cannon's Guide to Library Faciiitb:~
for National Defense is arranged alphabetically by broad subjects, and under
these are divisions of the field, with
collections for each geographical region
together. These examples will illustrate
t h e diversity of ways in which d a t a can
be organized. N o single plan would fit
all conditions, b u t the writer is cr~nvinced
t h a t the subject approach is basic for
nearly all purposes. T h e research worker
almost invariably wants to know about
collections in a given field and only
secondarily in a particular library or

locality. Any alphabetical arrangement is
open to suspicion as being merely a n easy
way o u t for t h e compiler, since such a n
arrangement usually has t h e effect oC
widely separating closely related materials, though it may have definite advantages for quick consultation. A logical
arrangement of subjects-bringing allied
fields together-has even greater values.
I t should be observed t h a t some classes
of material lend themselves only in part,
or not a t all, t o the subject treatment, a n d
therefore may be considered by form or
type. Examples are newspapers, general
periodicals, government publications,
manuscripts, maps, and bibliographies.
Whatever arrangement is adopted, the
need for thorough indexing should not be
overlooked. Without an index the gold
in a survey is likely to remain buried.
There are two important questions r e
lating to the scope of a survey. In studying a library's strength should one confine
attention principally to its so-called
"special collections" or take into account
its entire holdings? Except for libraries
which have been highly developed in a
single field, special collections give only a
partial glimpse of a library's resources.
An accurate picture requires an appraisal
of the total content. Somewhat connected
with this question is a second one: should
a survey cover all fields or be limited to
one? Would not surveys of a specialized
sort be more valuable than those intended
t o embrace every branch of knowledge?
From the point of view of the scholar
and research worker, the specialized
studies are unquestionably of greater
utility because of fuller detail and more
exact information. On the other hand,
there is much to be said for the comprehensive survey, inclusive of all subjects
and types of material, as a foundation
for the study of a limited field. A general
investigation is more attentive to the
inter-relationships of subjects. Each of
(Contin~cdonp6rc 1 4 )
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The Special Library in Wartime*
By RUTH SAVORD
Libruim, Council on Foreign Relation%Jnc., Ncw York City

E

UROPEAN war, 1g39! We didn't
believe it could happen but it
did. T o the residents of almost
every country in Europe, that ominous
phrase has meant black-outs, air raids,
destruction and death. To us, who have
been spared those horrors, it has meant,
a t most, some personal anxiety, an almost morbid interest in each day's
events, confused thinking and a public
opinion sharply divided between isolationism, appeasement, and support for
the democracies.
The almost unbelievable resistance of
Britain, coupled with the crystallizing
of our determination to devote all our
efforts to national defense, has improved
American morale and, as a nation, we
are attempting to adjust ourselves to a
war economy, while bending every effort
to preserving our democracy.
The whole defense program, with its
attendant effects on our democratic way
of life, is a challenge to every library
which must prove its indispensability and
its adaptability. From all sides, we
have heard of the overwhelming demands
being made on our public and college
libraries-by
the business men of the
community, by the skilled and unskilled
workers enrolled in industrial training
courses and by the man in the street,
aroused by the stirring times, who wants
enlightenment and guidance for his
thinking. Now, if ever, the public library
especially must prove itself a living factor
in maintaining the morale of d l its
patrons.
*From arecont addrear givsn heiors theNsw Y01k Chapter

of S p b a l Libraries Association.

116

Even more practical and immediate is
the need of the service which our special
libraries are equipped to give-particularly those in business corporations. In
a recent issue of SpeciaL Libraries, Miss
Cavanaugh set forth, far better than I
could hope to, the new problems facing
the business librarian and gave many
practical suggestions on sources. I found
many hclpful ideas there since all defense
legislation and the resulting activities
necessarily have certain international
relationships and repercussions.
Since the war and the defense program
affect so closely the work of any organization interested in the study of
international affairs, libraries such as
that of the Council on Foreign Relations
have found themselves practically inundated in the flood of material bearing on
their field and in the greatly increased
demands for service.
As you may know, the Council, which
was organized at the Paris Peace Conference, is a nun-partisan and non-commercial organization, engagcd in the
study of the international aspects of
America's political, economic and financial problems. Its membership, which is
by invitation only, is composed of men
of many professions, with a variety of
interests and views.
Much of its work is carried on through
the medium of study groups made up of
members with an interest in, and knowledge of, the particular ficld the group is
studying. This year there are groups
devoted to:
I . Amcrica'r Foieian Financial Policj a3
Nationnl Defense

B

Weapon of

2. Economic Defens~of Lbc American
3. Csnadirn-American Defense Policy

Last year more than roo conferences,
meetings and dinners were held a t the
Council House.
T h e Council also carries on a program
of research and publication, issuing the
quarterly revirw, Foreign Affairs, and
annual survey of The Foreign Reiations of
the U. S., an annual political handbook of
the world, and individual volumes on
special international questions. For the
last three years, two Rockefeller Fellows
have been assigned to work under Council direction and the results of their
studies will be issued in a new series:

Studies in American Foreign Relations.
T h e first of these has just appeared uncler
the title: UoNars in Latin America.
Shortly after the outbreak of the war
in Europe, the Council organized a series
of small groups of experts to study the
effects of the war on the United States
and to elaborate proposals for safeguarding American interests as the war continues and in the eventual peace settiements. T h e y have divided their spheres
of interest into Economic, Financial,
Armaments, Political and Territorial
Problems.
I T H t h a t rather general outline of the Council's activities, it becomes evident t h a t a reference
library serving such an organization
must cover a wide field-religious questions, such as the place of the Vatican
and the Catholic Church, the Jewkh
Question, general economics, all phases
of international law-including
mandates, minorities, refugees, intrrnational
arbitration, peaceful change, collective
security, disarmament, neutrality, laws
of w a r international air transport, international communications, the First
World IVnr, history, and of course, the
internal situation of the various countries
in all its phases.
For the most part, the arrangement of

the book collection, now numbering over
15,000 volumes, is along geographic lines,
thus bringing together all material dealing with a specific country. Publications
of the League of Nations, the World
Court, and the International Labour
Organization are kept as separate collections and have a separate catalog.
A year ago, we were receiving about
250 periodicals issued in various parts of
the world. Today this number has
dropped to about 175 due either t o discontinuance because of the war or t o
breakdown in international transportation. Our English, most of our German
and Russian periodicals are arriving
late but more or less regularly. Nothing
has been received from France since last
May, an occasional Italian one comes
through and recently a Norwegian one
has been arriving. We have decided t h a t
our need for upto-date information
makes it wiser to take our chances on
receiving currently as many as possible
of these rather than arranging for storage
so as to guarantee complete files later.
T h e most important of our periodicals
are bound for permanent reference, others
are kept for one year, some for only
three months, after which they are
clipped for the vertical files, while some
are clipped immediately. I n addition, we
receive Canadian, English, Swiss, German and 3 0 American newspapers.
French & Belgian papers no longer
arrive.
T h e vertical files include pamphlets,
official releases, handouts, news services,
periodical and newspaper clippings, arranged in an alphabetical subject file.
Here again, while material is concentrated under country, with such s u b
divisions as are needed, such subjects
as Aeronautics, Foreign Investments,
Refugees, Jews, Fascism, etc., are kept
together and subdivided by country.
This m a y seem inconsistent but can be

justified from the standpoint of the
material's use.
S o much for the general set-up, IVllen
the situation which led u p t o the Munich
crisis began to develop, we came to the
conclusion t h a t we would need all pertinent material in one chronological file
and so, without realizing it a t the time,
we began our so-called war file. Immediately after the break-up of Czechoslovakia, we again concentrated all material under the heading "Europe-War
threat." W e feel that these two collections
present a fairly complete picture of the
immediate causes of the present conflict.
So the situation stood in August 1939.
Since I was planning to be away for some
time and feeling t h a t the trend was undoubtedly toward war, I drew u p a
tentative list of headings to provide for
handling material if war should crrme
during m y absence. It was a vise precaution but, needless to say, the tentativeness was apparent long before m y
return.
Since then, the problem has been to
keep our headings adapted t o fast moving
events and this has involved constant
additions and subdivisions. We now
have almost 400 headings in the war file
alone.
Now a word as to just what we are
collecting. We clip daily the New Ybrk
Times, New Tork Herafd-Tribune, Christian Science Monitor, Chicago Daily News,
New York Journa/-American, Daily News,
Daily Worker, New York Post, P M ,
Providence Euening BuNetin, London
Times, The Manchester Guardian, and
weekly, The Nation, The AJew Repubfic,
New Masse~-,Spectator; New Sta/e~nran
and Nation, Saturday Euening Post, Life
a n d Financial P o ~ tof T o r m t o . \Ye are
also adding immediately material from
a n y periodical of which we have a duplicate available fur cutting, news services,
press releases and pamphlets.
Aside frnni the files, we arc making

scrapbooks of all cartoons t h a t we can
find, pasting then1 cl~ronologically.These
present an interesting study in the
chauging trend as reflected in cartrlons
and have already served as the basis of
one study. CVe also have a small collection
of posters.
I n the book collection, we are seeking
texts of laws and regulations, treaties,
official documents, such as the color
books, pacifist a n d propaganda material,
as well as the usual current publicatims
in our field. I believe that we now have
available all the color books t h a t have
been issued b y all governments.
ROPAGANDA literature is probably our greatest problem, for
who is to say what is propaganda.
One of the simplest definitions t h a t I
know is this one: Propaganda is a systematic plan for propagation of a particular doctrine. There has grown u p a n
idea t h a t anything labeled propaganda
thereby acquires a certain opprobriun~.
This is an entirely erroneous idea for there
is just as much good propaganda as bad.
It all depends on the viewpoint. Undoubtedly Sir Angus Fletcher would tell
you t h a t everything t h a t issues from his
organization should be labeled "Eternal
Truth." However, I must confess t h a t
we have a classification "PropagandaBritish" not t h a t we consider it subversive o r question its facts but rarher to
give a necrssary service to the patron
who, now o r in the future may wish t o
make a con~parative study of prnpaganda methods. As a matter of fact there
is just as much American propaganda
being circulated as there is from a n y
other country. Moreover, ~ n u c hof this
material contains factual inf<irmation
t h a t is valuable and this is brought n u t
in our catalog. Ilowever, its classification
as prnpaganda auto~natically says to
the user: "Take with a grain of salt a n d
chcck against othri- sources."
On the home front, it was not till the

Fall of France t h a t the United States
really awakened from its relatively complacent attitude toward its own national
protection. Each new Nazi success inspired huge additions t o an armament
expansion already vast in scope. Bill
followed bill, hearing followed hearing.
and documents, releases, articles, books
flowed from the presses. Public opinion
became more and more vocal. As a result
our so-called U.S.-Defense tile increased
four fold in as many months. Hemisphere
defense became the watchword so t h a t
more and more material on Latin America
and our Latin-American relations was
required. However, we feel t h a t this
ever-increasing mass of new material has
been st, organized t h a t i t is not only
readily available for immediate demands
but is a solid foundation on which can be
built a collection to be used by the future
historian.
Since 1931, we have maintained an
information file on associations to supplement and keep up-to-date the Directory
of American Organizations Interested in
the Study of Internalional Afairs. In a
country where organizations are legion
a t any time, this is a task but the number
of new organizations which spring u p in
the wake of war makes it almost humanly
impossible. Propaganda, relief a n d pressure groups are coming into being faster
than we can record them and many of
them die almost as quickly. Such a file
may seem to require a great deal of labor
b u t its constant use more than justifies
its maintenance.
I read somewhere t h e story of t h e
bombing of the Carlton Club, headquarters of the Tory Party. Fortunately
no one was hurt-the reason being t h a t
the bomb fell in the library revealing how
little t h e membership frequented it.
I n the unhappy event of such a thing
happening to the Council, I fear the
result would not be so fortunate fix
additional staff plus additional users is

taxing our ingenuity in finding space
where none seems to exist. Increased use
by the staff and the members was tu be
expected but we were not prepared for t h e
fact t h a t journalists, writers, research
workers, and a thousand and one others,
including school children, who did not
knrlw we existed in time af peace, suddenly discovered us and poured in requests by mail, telephone and in person.
W'e had long offered library service in
our field t o foreign visitors, who found
our large research libraries a little overpowering; to the professors a t the University in Exile and to other refugee scholars.
Since the war, we have been called on
increasingly to help many of the most
famous scholars from practically every
invaded country. It is an everyday
occurrence t o see a Dutchman, a Frenchman, a German, an Italian and a Yugoslav worker sitting side by side. We are
international in more than our interests.
Apropos of the use of the Library, I
might say t h a t it is intended primarily for
the use of the staff and of members.
Beyond that, we t r y t o confine our users
to serious research workers not below the
grade of graduate students and those
only when we have material not available
to them in their university libraries.
Needless to say, we are happy to cooperatewith any other !ibrary so far as we can.
In all our present work, we are hampered by the fact t h a t we were not organized until 1930 and so were not in
existence during the First World War.
This means t h a t inevitably we lack much
of t h e comparative material which is
being called for now. On the political and
diplomatic side, we are fairly well
equipped with the various dmumentary
series issued by the belligerent governments as well as with Peacs Conference
documents and gencral treatises. (Parenthetically, I might say t h a t we have one
of the 40 existing sets of thc David H u n (Continued on pare 126)

Some Notes on Brazilian Libraries
By C E C I L I A ROXO

w

Assistant Libruian, National Library of Rio dc Janciro, Brazil

ITHOLTT having reference

material a t hand, it is difficult to give an exact description of special libraries in Brazil. T h e
following is intended t o give only an idea
of the general situation in the field. As
we shall see, the term "special library"
necessarily is applied more broadly than
it is in the United States.
I n 1938 one of Brazil's well known sociologists' stated t h a t Brazil was still in the
phase of private libraries. This does not,
in my opinion, describe exactly the situation a t present. While i t is true, in general,
t h a t scholars t r y to have up-to-date libraries in their own specialized fields, and
t o preserve intact the colIections they
have inherited from their families, nevertheless public and semi-public libraries
available t o scholars have been increasing
rapidly. Statistics2 show t h a t from 1912,
when the total number of libraries was
456, to 1935 there has been a steady increase in number. At this later date, t h e
number of such institutions was 2312, not
including the libraries of primary schools
which were the object of a special investigation. Of t h a t total, 180 were open to the
general public, 1025 belonged to institutions of secnndary and higher education,
946 were annexed to private corporations
and might therefore be called "private libraries." T h e exact meaning of "private
corporation," however, is not clear; for it
seems t h a t most of the libraries in this
category belong to governmental depart'Bratil. Inrtituto Brasileiro de C ~ ~ g m he a Estalbfica
Brazil-1938. A Nrw Survey of Hrnriiion Life, Emnomic,
Finonrinl, Lobour, nnd Sorial C o d i l i a n i from o Ganerol Poinl
~ f v i c w .Riode Janrira. Sewico grafico do Inst. Bxas. de Geag.
e E l t , 1939. p . 376.
Ibid. p . 374.
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ments, or other semi-official agencies or
institutions.
Except in a few cases, such as the Foreign Affairs Department Library; which
includes rich map collections, general history and literature, international law, and
political materials, these governmental
department libraries limit their collections
to their own fields of interest (i.e. Public
Health, Labor, Railroad etc.). T h e use of
such special libraries is usually limited, by
statute, to the departmental staff; yet,
with permission which is easily abtainable, they are open to private research
students.
T h e lack of a Brazilian Library Association and a Special Libraries Association
with cooperation among those libraries
themselves, and the lack of a technically
trained staff are responsible for m a n y
shortcomings in the service they are rendering. \Vhilc the National 1,ibmry in Rio
de Janeiro offers a course in library training, it does not seem complete enough t o
fill the present needs. A few years ago, t h e
State of Sao Paulo reorganized its state
libraries and opened two courses of library
science for students seeking such a career.
T h u s the movement toward training library technicians is getting underway
slowly in Brazil and, in spite of many disadvantages, we have some libraries well
organized and well administered.
In order to carry this movement of
modernization along more rapidly and
more satisfactorily, we must have more
cooperation. For example, it is common
for the heads o f departments and their
staffs within the same library t o decide
upon the system of classification to be

adopted and used. Therefore, often there
This situation is not general for all of
is no uniformity of system between two Brazil. While I am giving examples of lidivisions or even between two different braries under the Federal Government, I
services of the same library. This is not must say that there are no great differaltogether the fault of the librarians in ences, for better or worse, when they are
charge, for their policy is determined by subject to state or municipal legislation.
T h e Civil Service Commission, a recent
long experience in working with the tradiorganization, called in Brazil, Departational system whatever it may be.
Unfortunately few professional librar- mento Adniinistrativo do S e r v i ~ oPGblico
ians or assistants read English, and no Civil (in short D. A. S. P.), is working
one book on the whole subject of library hard to reorganize the institutions and
science has been translated into Portu- bureaus under its supervision by the most
guese. Thus even the A. L. A. rules, t:he modern and efficient systems. This refirst tool of the cataloger, are not avail- organization includes the special libraries
able. T h e Dewey decimal classification of the institutions and bureaus. T h e "Inallots only one number for Brazil, so t h a t stituto Nacinnal do Livro" (National Ini t would have to be revised in some man- stitnte of the Book), a new division of the
ner t o make classification of a wide range Department of Education, has started
of material about Brazil and also trans- already a similar movement. T h e special
lated into Portuguese. This is one of the library of D. A. S. P. is proof of what they
reasons why many of the libraries have wish t o do. I t is rather small with 5000
adopted the CIassiJcation dkimale of volnmes and specializes in Public AdminBrussels; for it suits the purpose more di- istration. I t is organized according to
rectly. T h e Brazilian Department of Agri- rules and procedure set u p by the
culture has recently reorganized its cen- A. L. A. Open shelves, dictionary catatral library using this Brussels decimal logue, circulating system, Dewey a n d
system, and since 1911, the Instituto C)s- Cutter systems for author number, etc.,
waldo Cruz, of world renown for its ad- are used. I t is performing an extremely
vanced research in Medicine, has had its good service, and the people who are
one hundred thousand volumes classified using it are becoming accustomed to its
organization, and the advantages of these
by this same system.
systems
which have been installed. I t h a s
T h e great lack of personnel in Brazil is
a
staff
of
five, who are seeking the cowell illustrated by this same library. A t
operation
of
other libraries. Llltirnately
the same time, one man is head of catathey
hope
that
all the libraries under the
loguing, reference, and acquisition. H e
D. A. S. P. will use
supervision
of
the
may use his budget for any acquisitions
similar methods adopted to their own
he may want, but he can not take on
fields and activities.
much needed personnel since they are subTnward this md,-a
more systematic,
ject t o Civil Service regulations. I n spite
modrrn, and uniform organization of govof these tremendous handicaps, this li- ernmental libraries,-I
was sent by the
brary is functioning, but only through Brazilian Government to this country for
great exertion by the staff. F r o m this ex- further study. Without doubt, we, in
ample, one may easily deduce how such a Brazil, have much to learn from American
library can not have all the features of a libraries (public and private) and from
nlodern and "objective" library.
American library schcds.

Filing Short Length Microfilms
By OLIVER LINTON LILLEY
Arsirtanr Refcrencc Librarian, Bakci Mcnmrial Library, Drrtmourh Collcgc, Hanover

A

SIMPLE:, but interesting, piece

of microfilni equipment t h a t
has come on the market recently is the "Goler spiid", sponsored b y
Southwestern Microfilm Inc.,' as a s d u tion to the problem of filing short
lengths of filni. Before describing this
device, however, it might be interesting
t o review, briefly, some of the other
methods t h a t have hren proposed for
handling these "pesky" short length
films, in order to understand just how
far the Goler spool can bc expected to go
toward solving the problem.
I n general, there seems to be pretty
fair agreement anlong librarians t h a t
microfilms of 50 to loo feet in length are
handled most satisfactorily if they are
stored on standard 100-foot reels. But
there is great diversity of opinion about
how to deal with shorter lengths; in
fact there are thrce distinct schools of
thought on even the basic principle of
the form in which these films should he
stored. One group Lelievcs t h a t short
rolls of microfilm should be c u t into
even shorter strips of some standard
length (six, nine, o r twelve inches), and
should be filed flat. Ancther school of
thought favors the splicing together nf
short films t o make long strips t h a t can
be stored on roo-foot reels. \Thilr: the
third group favors kcrping and filing
every filni, howevcr short, as a separate
roll.
T h e first of these principles has given
rise to several filing schemes, varying

chiefly in the kinds [if material used for
making o r supporting "prxkets", into
which the short strips of film can be
slipped. One library2 uses correspondencesize manila folders, on the inner surfaces
of which sheets of rag paper have been
stitched to form lengthwise pockets. A
variation of this,3 substitutes ro X 1 2
filing cards as the support, and uses cloth
rather than paper for the pockets.
Another writer,' advocates the use of
standard No. r o size envelopes, with
paper partitions to separate the several
film strips in each envelope. Still another
v:iriation uses commercially - available
negative albums which have suitable
pockets already mounted on sheets of
heavy paper.
T h e advantages claimed for these
short-strip filing methods are t h a t a n y
wanted page can he found quickly, and
t h a t a great number of reproduced pages
can be filed in a compact space. While
shc,rt-strip methods m a y be suited admirably t o the needs of an individul who
owns a n d uses his own films, it seems
d n u b t f d t h a t they would prove entirely
satisfactory for general library use. One
rens!,n for this is that many of the reading
machines commonly found in libraries
arc not designed t o accommodate short
Irngths, a n d consequently no provision
has been made on them for advancing
ZEvani, Elma T., and ( i e o ~ p ,R. b I , Jr. " C i l i n ~ Photog r r p h k C o ~ i e of
i Articlcr." Siicncc es. n l : 248, M s r . 8, '10.
2 H m r n , Harold P., and Austin, I. A. "Simple Method for
thc minx of hlicroiilm Records in Short L e n ~ t hFilm S t r i w "
Srienic n.3. 90: 573-4, Dec. 15. '39.
4

1Listed in Catalogue C., of the Saufllwertcin Microfilm
Inc., santa Fe Building. Drlias. Tcras.
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nice,LCC R -sirn,,le ~ ~ t furh riling
~ d ncinirturc xeea-

tiues m d \licroGlm Recmds in Strios." Science

n . s 89: 38~40,

such film mechanically. The result is
that when the user wants to "turn the
page," he must remember to open the
pressure plates, and then must move the
film by taking hold of it with his fingers.
For a library to permit the general public
to use in this way the films the library
has cataloged and intends to keep, seems
to be subjecting the films to unwarranted
risk of damage from fingerprints ;and
scratches.
T h e second basic principle, that of
splicing short lengths of film together, rind
storing the resulting long film on a loofoot reel, has several library advocates.
About the only variation in practice
here, is in determining the make-up of
each long strip. The choice seems to lie
between using a classification scheme
that permits small rolls to be spliced
together as soon as they are received,
regardless of the subjects they cover;%r
using temporary classifications to segregate the small rolls until enough footage
has been acquired on any one subject to
make possible a collection of related items
on one long reel.6
The chief advantages to be derived
from this splicing procedure are that the
films are always ready for use, and that
the entire microfilm collection can be kept
in containers of the same size and shape,
thus greatly simplifying the problem of
storage. But there are several obvious
objections to the idea: it is an inconvenience to the user to have to hunt
through the whole reel for the title he
needs; the entire series is subject to wear
and possible damage every time one of
the items is called for; and finally there
is the possibility (though it may seem
academic a t the moment), that two different people a t the same time may want
different articles that are spliced onto
the same reel.
Carrutherr. Ralph IT., and Wright. W. E. "Library
Methods 01 llnndling Microfilm." A . L. A . Buildin. 32: 38;-7,
Jc. '38.

Cibollr, Rors C. "Piling and Cataloging of Microfilms."
SPciioi Libmrin 30: 1m-3, My-Je. '39.

The third basic principle, that of keeping each item as a separate roll, has been
developed in several ways. One method
is to keep each film in an individual aluminum or cardboard container that will
hold lengths u p to ten or fifteen feet.
Another solution7 is to use larger cans
to hold half a dozen or so separate rolls,
while a more elaborate system8 employs
even larger cans, fitted with spindles on
which the individual rolls of film can be
stacked. Still another suggestion, recently
a d v a n ~ e d ,involves
~
the use of a storage
cabinet fitted with drawers and sliding
shelves. The drawers hold loo-foot reels,
while the shelves are fitted with pegs
around which the small rolls can be placed
like "ringers" in a game of quoits.
The chief objection to all these methods
that are based on using separate small
rolls is that in this form the films are not
ready for immediate use, not only because
they cannot be rewound on 'the reading
machine, but also because in being advanced, an unsupported film is likely to
go between the pressure plates a t a n
angle, and so need to be adjusted with the
fingers to square the image on the screen.
This can be avoided by winding each roll
onto an empty reel just before placing it
on the reading machine, and then unwinding it again for storage, but this involves
considerable expenditure of time and an
undesirable amount of extra handling of
the film.
I t is a t this point that such a device as
the Goler spool comes into the picture.
This spool is simply a wooden core, with
a square hole running through its center
so that it will fit on the spindle of a reading machine. The film is attached to the
spool with gummed paper, or scotch
tape, and as soon as the film has been
wound around the core it is ready for use.
7 n<,tcdl, Keyel D. "Care and Cataloging of .Microfilm%"
A . L . A . n~a~ri".31:
72-6, ~ ~ b . ' 3 7 .
Jake. Florence. "Fifina and P~ererving Microfilm."
.S#ciini Libraries 30:la-5, M y ~ J e'39.
.
'Power. E u ~ e n c B. "A Microfilm Storage Cabinet."
Journal oJDocummiory R ~ ~ r o d u r r i o3:ng6-8, JI. '10.
(Continued on $otr 133)
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The President's Page . .
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HE Call for the: Hartford Conven-

tion is o u t !
Officers and the Convention
Committee have becn hard a t work for
months perfecting plans for S.L.A.'s Annual Convention, June 16-19, 1941, a t
t h e Hotel Bond. T h e plans are taking
final shape and t h e result is a program
which professionally minded librarians
cannot afford to miss. Attention has been
given t o strengthening of internal defenses: standing committees are studying
needs for training; for employment s e n ices; for establishment of standards of
service; for public relations; for interassociation and inter-American relations
and for a growing host of problems larger
than d a y t o d a y library operations. Yet
t h e need for more effective techniques in
t h e operation of individual libraries has
not been neglected. Provision has been
made for Discussion Conferences, ably

T h e M e m b e r s h i p Gavel
Eighteen Chapters are now going down
the home stretch in a race to claim the
Membership Gavel to be awarded on
June 19 a t the Hartford Convention.
T h e Chapter showing the largest percentage increase in paid-up memberships
on M a y 31, 1941 based on the figures as
a t June 30, 1940, will be given the custody
of the Gavel for one year or until i t is
won by another Chapter.
There are 2 ways in which you as an
individual member, can help in this
campaign. First by sending to your
Chapter or Group membership Chairman,
t h e name and address of a t least one
114

led, where professional ideas will be exchanged and where the chief asset will be
the man-hours of experience in each Unit.
T h e critical point of all these plans
will be reached a t Hartford. W e hope you
will consider it your d u t y to be present.
Without a representative attendance a t
the annual convention all plans and all
efforts towards the assumption of growing
responsibilities will fail. You are the critical point. Success depends upon the individual-- you!
Giving enormously of time and ability,
the officers, who carry the burden of d a y
to d a y operation of the Association, have
a right to ynur loyalty and enthusiasm
and wisdom in t h e flesh---at Hartford!
"Forward hlarch" should not be an
empty slogan. I t should be a call to service
on a united front. We need you!
LAERA
A. WOODWARD

President

prospective member and second by seeing
t h a t your dues are paid for the year 1941.
R e ~ n c ~ n bonly
e r paid memberships can be
included in the final analysis.
Vie're countiiig on you to help your
Cllaptcr President "bring home t h e
Gavel"!
T h e Nominating Committee R e p o r t
T h e Nominating Committee submits t h e
fdlowing list of candidates as officers of
Special Libraries Association for the
yenr 1 9 4 1 F I p p :
President 1 , a u r a A. Woodward, Librarian, Central Research Library, Maryland Casualty Company, Baltimore,
Maryland.

First Vice-President-Josephine
B. Hollingsworth, Department Librarian,
Municipal Reference Library, Los Angeles, California.
Second Vice-President-Gladys
R. Haskin, Librarian, Cleveland School of
Art, Cleveland, Ohio.
'Treasurer-Marcella
Hasselberg, Librarian, Curtis Publishing Company, Commercial Research Division, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
H.
Director for 'Three Tears-Herman
Henklc, Director, School of Library
Science, Simmons College, Boston,
Massachusetts.
T h e Directors whose terms have not
expircd are Ross C. Cibella, Librarian,
Hall Laboratories, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, who retires in 1942, and Harry C.
Bauer, Technical Librarian, Tennessee

Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee,
who retires in 1943.
As the last retiring President, Alma C.
Mitchill continues to be a member of the
Executive Board.
DOROTHY
REMIS
ELEANOR
HOWARD
EDITHMATTSON
MARYJ A N E HENDERSON,
Chairman
Notice of Annual Meeting
AS R E Q U I R E D by BY-LAW VIII,
Section I , notice is hereby given that the
annual business meeting of Special Libraries Association will be held Thursday,
June 19, 1941, in the I-lotel Bond, Hartford, Connecticut, in connection with the
annual convention of the Association.
President
LAURAA. WOODWARD,
KATHLEEN
B. STEBRINS,
Secretary

Proposed Amendments to the
Constitution
I

HE Executive Board recommends the
Tfollowing amendments to the Constitution to be voted on a t the 1941 annual
meeting of the Association.

MEMBERSHIP

Delete present Sections 2, 3, 4 and 5
and substitute therefore, the following:
Section 2. Active: Active members shall
be individuals actually engaged in library,
statistical or research work or those affiliated with library schools. They shall be
entitled to receive the journal free, to
affiliate with not more than two Groups,
to affiliate with the Chapter of their
choice, and to votc at all meetings of the
Association. An active membership is not
transferable.
Section 3. Associate: Associate members
shall be individuals holding junior positions in libraries or library schools, or in

firms or other organizations maintaining a
library, statistical or research department,
or attending library schools. They shall be
entitled to receive free such bulletins
as the Executive Board may authorize, to
affiliate with one Group, to affiliate with
the Chapter of their choice, and to vote a t
all meetings of the Association. An Associate membership is not transferable.
Section 4. Institutional: (a) Institutional members shall be individuals,
libraries, firms or other organizations
maintaining a library, statistical or research department, or interested in library work. In addition to all privileges of
Active membership, an Institutional
member shall be entitled to affiliate with
three Groups, and to receive all publications of the Association free during the
term of its membership, except those that
the Executive Board may designate as
self-sustaining. (b) A firm or organization
holding a n Institutional membership may

appoint an individual as its official
representative during the period of the
membership.
Section 5 . Life: Any individual actively
engaged in, or interested in the special
library profession, upon the payment of
one hundred dollars ($100.00) a t one time,
shall be eligible for Life membership.
Application for said membership may be
sent by the applicant or any member of
the Association, to the President or to the
Secretary of the Association who will
present it to the Executive Board with
full details as to the applicant's eligibility.
Upon a majority affirmative vote of the
Board, the applicant shall become a Life
member of the Association without
further financial obligation and shall
enjoy the privileges of an Active member.
ARTICLEI11
OFFICERS

Amend Section 1 by adding the words
"a Third Vice-President'' immediately
following "a Second Vice-President", and
preceding "a Secretary".
ARTICLEV

Section 1 . Composition: There shall he
an Advisory Council consisting u f the
executive oficer of cach Committee,
Gruup, and Chnptcr, the Liaison Oficers,
the Editors of all periodicals, and all
Special Representatives. I n case of inability of the executive officer to attend
meetings of the Executive Board, he may
designate a member of his Committee,
Group or Chapter to represent him, or he
may send a written report to the President
or Secretary which shall be presented a t
said meeting. The Conncil shall perform
such other duties as the By-Laws may
provide.

Your particular attention is called to
the changes in Sections 2 and 3, which
make it necessary for active and associate
members to be actualiy engaged in library, statistical or research work, or
affiliated with library schools.
The amendment to Article I11 is recommended in order that a wider group or
geographical representation on the Board
will be possible.

ADVISORY C O U N C I L

Delete present Section 1 and substitute
the following:

President.

(Co3i""cdlrom pa#r 119)

ter Miller Diary at the Peace Conference.)
I t is in the economic field that our lacks
are most apparent. However, with the
aid of my good friends in the Association,
I am able to meet most demands.
I have not gone into specific details of
classification o r treatment of this war
and defense material but if anyone is
interested in this phase, I shall be glad
to give them information or to have
them visit the Library.
As the First World War played a large
part in the development and growth of
the special library movement, I foresee
an equally great or greater development

as a result of the present conflict provided
we are alive to the needs of our organization and are equipped to keep open
the channels between the storehouses of
information, the executives who control
policies, and the men who carry them
out. If we all cooperate with aur Defense
Committee in its detailed study of resources of our special libraries, the results
will prove beyond a doubt, our ability
to "put knowledge to work." I t may seem
a little ironic that such a development
should require a world cataclysm but it
is typical of America which rises to the
heights in time of stress.

Discussion Conferences
Hartford, June 16-19, 1941
E E P I N G "limberM-mentally as well
x physica1ly~--isa sign of youth and
vitality. I t means objectivity and flcxibility in the recognition of problems, in
their analysis and in devising appropriate
methiids for meeting situations. But most
of us have trio little "exercise" to maintain this mental alertness. We live more
o r less isolated prnfessional lives and without realizing it, we get into comfortable
ruts.
T h e technique of the Discussion Conference is designed to pry special librarians out of their ruts! Here one meets
others, with problems basically similar;
with a leader whose ability t o act as a
catalyzer is marked a n d who, as a result,
fuses the various approaches-without
himself contributing the actual chemical
factors- in a final and effective solution.
For the thinking of a group, is greater
than the sum of the thinking of
individuals.
So important is the mental stimulus resulting from an experience in this "informal yet controlled discussion" t h a t we
are taking space to give you the reaction
t o t h e idea of some of S.L.A.'s own technical advisers together with a brief clescription of its effect b y one of our leaders.
A o n e ~ w r yconrerration is boring. So is a lonp l e e
ture. I" a diicussion t h a t i i plannrd m d directed, i t
is uossilde to secure the interest of aive m d take and
the enthusiasm of participation. Giving makes one
rurcer,iiblc to fuhiny in information. Hence, w r learn
by discurrion more than by lecture.
L E I ~EY. ROW,".",
League for Indurtrirl Democrrcy,
Loodrr, Hartford Dircuriion Confeicnce.
The Diiruriion Conferences at the Special Libraries
Armciation Convention offer m unparrll~ledopportunity fosteone'alibrrry inre1rtion foother libraries;
to cxnaie fimr~honaredroutines and oo1icier to the
rerrchini: lixhf of prcienf day needs and eficicncv.
People, who s i ~ nup, should check at t h e front door
."Y inhibition, compiarcncy, r n d indifference they
may h r v e =,I be prepared to cantributc S ~ C C ~ U C ,

prrcticnl rolutian. to 'he profcirional problems under
discussion.
.&lory Louilc Aicxandrr,
Philadelphia Bibliopraphical Center,
Tcrhniial Aduiinr, Hartford Discussion Conference.

Last year I didn't reyirtez fnr a Dircusrlon Conference Unit. As r result, all the foresiihfcd memhrrr
who ha4 done so continued t o d o a t over m y disanpointment and discomiorture during the cntire conference. Every group 1 joined seemed to he carrying
on a heated and interestioe
. discussion as r result of
the latest serrian of one or the other of the Discussion
Units. I then and thers made a resolution that, if the
next conferenrc presented an opportunity far discurrion m e e t i n ~ r , I was ~ " i n g to enroll immedirlely.
~ h c bliss
n
~ l o y doffered me the privilege of being one
of the T ~ ~ h " i r a l A d % i r o r r .
I am looking forward ta this experience with real
a n t i c i ~ a t i o nfor in fhcre Dircurrion Units we can.
as no where elre in our convention meetings, indulgre
in sa exchanve of idess which can prove of I a ~ t i n g
be"& to each of "3.
~

~

Ruth Sauord.
Counrel on Foreign Relations, Inc..
Technirol Advisor, Hartford Discussion Confrrencc.
T h r o u ~ hexpression in the Discussion Conference.
a:h , I . L r t # a , Ant r,,*.e,.c< >:. I Id,"<!< h.. .dm" u t A < h
I
:
I I
l r , I . L . I " ,1,r
,'<,"I<,m<?, ,I,? <omt,,led t.,,*,,WL<.C
3" I . , . , I I , A . . c ~
oi all are focused on each problem. Informal, yct controlled discussion, and the feeling of kinship which
"rill$ among p a r t i c i ~ r n f s in the Discussion confcrence, provide stimulation and iospiration which m
0Lber type meetin(: <an ~ i v c .
Paul Hoiuard.
Gary Public Library,
Teihnirol Aduirar, Hartford Dilcussion Conference.

.

After twenty years of conference attendance, if was
stimulating to 6nd aamrtbing as new and rtrerm-lined
as the Dir~usrionConfcrmcer a t the 1940 convention
in lndianrpulis.
ThCJc dircu3rions make you better rcquailrtcd with
"our fcliow librarians from different nnrtr of the
country. They give yon> various slants on your own
daily problem by ~ i v i n aa cros-section uf w i n i n %
thatbring tolight new idear.You 1mve theDircussio"
Conference feeling that you have just h r d a mental
cold shoiver r n d brisk rub down.
The Dircuriioll Conferrncer are worth the price of
rdmisrion. 1h"'t miis Lhem1 I rltcnded my first one
out of sheer curiosity. 1stayed to be enlightened and
to applaud.
Bkonor S . Counnourh,
Standardand Poor's Cnrp.
Tmhniiol Aduisor, H r r f f o i d Dirrusdon Coniercnce.

Plan t o give
- yourself this course in
"limbering up" exercises a t Hartford.
MARGARET
C. Lr.o~n,Chairman

The first roo applican~sfor enrollment in the Harlfovd
Discu~sionConferences will be given an opportunity to prove
to themselves the ualue of the discussion conference method.

Tentative Program
33rd Annual Convention, Special Libraries Association
S.L. A.-FORWARD MARCH
Bond Hotel, Hartford, Connecticut
June 16-19, 1941
SUNDAY, JUNE 19th

MONDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 16th

2:oo
Registration
3:"5'500
Executive Board Meeting
7:30-10:oo
Meeting of Group Chairmen. Maria C.
Brace, Group Liaison Oficer, presiding
7:3C?IO:OO
Meeting of Chapter Presidents, Josephine B. Hollingsworth, Chapter
Liaison OJicer, presiding

12:oo-I :30
Discussion Conferences Luncheon
Margaret Lloyd, Chairman, presiding
Speaker to be announced
12:oo
Newspaper Group Luncheon
Speaker-Mr. Maurice F. Sherman,
Editor-in-Chicf, Hartford Courant, Hartford
Visit to Hartford Courant
2 :30-~5:00
First Gencral Session, Laura A. Woodward, President, presiding
Greetings from The Connecticut
Chapter, Anne Nicholson, President
Address of Welcome, Professor Odell
Shepard, Lieut. Governor of
Connecticut
Response for S.L..4., Thelma Hoffman, Librarian, Shell Development Company, San Francisco,
California
S.L.A. Forward IZlarch, Sir Angus
Fletcher, Librarian, British Library of Inf~xmntion,New York
Research and Its Place in the World
of Tomorrow. Speaker to be
announced.
The Present World Crisis, Prof.
Andre Schenker, University of
Connecticut College, Storrs
Our Exhibits, Speakers to be announced

MONDAY MORNING, JUNE 16th

8:30
Registration
9:oo-1o:oo
Executive Board and Advisory Council
meeting, Laura A. Woodward,
President, presiding
IO:CO-11:3o
Trends and Developments within
S.L.A., Laura A. Woodward, President, presiding
Reports of Committees (a) Student
Loan Fund; (b) Duplicate Exchange; (c) Methods; (d)
Government Documents and Indexes to Sources of Statistical
Information.
Reports of Editors: (a) Special Libraries; (b) Techn~calBook Review
Index; (c) Special Librarian
Page, Wilson Bulletin

6:m-7:45
University and College Group Dinner,
Mrs. r j o r i C. Keenleyside,
Chairman, presiding
Speaker to be announced
8:oo-ro:oo
Open meeting for business men
Debate: Resoived That a Library I s a
Necessary Asset
Mr. Sidney H. \\'hippie, Manager,
Retail Credit Company, Hartford, presiding
TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 17th

ard and Poor's Corporation,
New York
Secretary: (To be announced)
(C) REFERENCE
A N D IKFORMATION
SERVICE
TECHNIQUES
(e.g. Sources of information; contacts; search procedure; objectives of reference service;
amtnnt of time to spend on
any one request, etc.)
Leader: Ralph Childs, Cooper
Union for the Advancement of
Science and Art, New York
Technical Adviser: Ruth Savord,
Librarian, Council on Foreign
Relations, Inc., New York
Secretary: (To be announced)
(D) DEPARTMENTAL
A N D CLIENTELE
RELATIONSO F THE SPECIAL
LIBRARY
(e.g. Methods of publicity, annual
reports; cross relations between departments)
Leader: Thomas Fansler, New
York University, New York,
(Tentative)
Technical Adviser: Mary Louise
Alexander, Director, Bibliographical Planning Committee, Philadelphia
Secretary: (To be announced)

8:m
Registration
8:3o-~o:oo
Discussion Conferences
(A) MANAGEMENT
(DETERMINATION
OF P ~ L I C I E
A NSD OBJECTIVES)
(e.g. Establishing objectives; fixmulating policies; organizing
and supervising work; directing; evaluating; representing
and how they affect library
operation.)
Leader: LeRoy E. Bowman,
League for Industrial Democracy, New York
Technical Adviser: Paul Howard,
Librarian, Gary Public Li- 8:3o
Newspaper Group. Breakfast meeting.
brary, Gary, Indiana
Maurice Symonds, Chairman, preSecretary: Elsa von Hohenhoff,
siding
Assistant, Industry and SciA
Library I s Born in Modern limes.
ence Department,
Enoch
Richard Giovine, Librarian of
Pratt Free Library, Baltimore
PM. New York
(B) ADMINISTRATION
(OPERATION
OF
10:3C+12:30
LIBRARY)
Group Meetings
(e.g. Employment procedure reFinancial Group. Symposium on fiquirements; book selection;
nancial library methods. Marion
reference work; bibliographic
Wells, Vice-Chairman, presiding
work; housekeeping; catalogI. Corporation files manual.
ing; indexing and routine
2. Collection and use of statistics.
techniques.)
3. Financial bibliographies-selecLeader: (To be announced)
tion of items.
Technical Adviser: Eleanor S.
4. Exhibit of financial libraryCavanaugh, Librarian, Stand.
Publicity and promotion,

APRIL, 1941

Insurance Group. Margaret Lloyd,
Chairman, presiding
Connecticut General Assemhly
Hall
W e l c o m e H o n . John C. Blackall,
Insurance Commissioner of
Connecticut
Personnel Selection and Training in
a Lije Ir~surauce Company,
George A. Drieu, Asst. Secy.,
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, Hartford.
Legal Books for an Insurance Library. Leila E. Thompson,
Lawyer, Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance Company,
Hartford
The Life Insurance Institute. Holgar Johnson, President of the
Institute, Hartford
Visit to Connecticut General Library
Museum Group. Cynthia Griffin,
Chairman, presiding
irhe Museum Library as a Center
for Visual Materials. Ella
Tallrnan, Cleveland Museum
of Art, Cleveland
Progress Report on the Cooperative
Ana1yzin.y of Art Journals.
Eleanor Mitchell, University
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh
The museum as an Educational
Factor ia the W o d d Today.
Charles H. Sawyer, Director
of the Worcester Art Museum,
FYorcester, Mass.
Discussion
Science-Technology Group
Chemistry section. Dr. Else L.
Schulze, presiding
W h y a Chemical Laboratory in an
Insurance Company? Joseph
H . Ficklen, Chemical Engineer, Travelers Insurance
Company, Hartford
Social Science Group. Martha
Schmidt, Chairman, presiding
Effect of National Defense on
130

American Econony. Dr. 0.
Glenn Saxon, 1-ale University,
New Haven
Connecticut Public Library Commime. Katherine H. Wead,
Hartford
Citizen-taxpayer Activity in the
Field of Gouernment. Carter \T.
Atkins, Director, Governmental Research Institute,
Inc.
University and College Group. Mrs.
Marjorie C. Keenleyside, Chairman, presiding
10:,3o 11:.3o
Business meeting
I I : ~ O - I Z : ~

Visit to Trinity Collrge, Library
and Chapel
Welcome by Rev. Dr. Remsen
B. Ogilby, President of
Trinity College, Hartford
TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 17th
I

Group Luncheons and meetings
Biological Sciences Group. Estelle
Brodman, Chairman, presiding
Joint meeting with Social Science
Group at Neuro-Psychiatric
Institute, Hartford
\Telcrlme by Dr. C. C. Burlingame
Washington's New LIEfense Library.
Carol Wanner, librarian, National Dcfense Librarv.
,,Washingtan, U. C.
The Education and Social Adjustment ofthc I h f . Mr. Edmund
R. Boatner, Principal, American Schaol fur the Deaf,
\Test Hartford
Commerce Group. hlarion Hatch,
Chairman, presiding
Luncheon and business meeting
Financial Gronp. Rlarion Wells,
Vice-Chairman, presiding
Business meeting
Insurance Group. Margaret Lloyd,
Chairman, pesiding

Visit Travelers Tower and Lihrary 2:m-3:oo
Joint meeting Commerce, Financial,
Luncheon at Travelers Girls Club
Cafeteria
and Public Business Librarians
\Velcome by Dr. William B.
Groups. Marion Hatch, presiding.
Bailey, Economist, Travelers
Speakers:
Insurance Co., Hartford
T h e Part of Industry in h'ational Defense. Speaker to be announced
The Effects of the W a r on British
Insurance Companies. Mr.
The Economic Condition of America.
Gilbert Kingan, President,
Dr. William B. Bailey, EconoOrient Insurance Company,
mist, The Travelers Insurance
and Mgr. London and LanCo., Hartford
cashire Indemnity Company, 3:3o
Hartford
Tour of the city and bus ride to StorMuseum Group. Cynthia Griffin,
rowton, Massachusetts
C/jairman, presiding
Visit to old houses. Dinner. Square
Preservation o f Intellectual and Culdances.
tural Materials in W a r 'Time.
WEDNESDAY MORNING, J U N E 18th
Lee Ash, Jr., Gary Public
8:m
Library, Gary, Ind.
Registration
Newspaper Group. Maurice Sym8:30-IO:~
onds, Chairman, presiding
Radio and the Newspapers. Mr. C .
Discussion Conferences
E. Denton, Radio Technician,
Same as Tuesday
New York Daily News, New 8 : 3 0
Newspaper Group Breakfast meeting.
York
Maurice Symonds, Chairman, preNominating Committee meeting
siding
Science-Technology Group
What Happened to the Old World
Luncheons:
Morgue. Matthew Redding, Li(a) Public Utilities Section
brarian, New York World-Tele(b) Petroleum Section
gram,
New York
(c) Chemistry Section
IO:30-12:30
Petroleum
Section
Meeting.
Panel Discussions
Thelma Hoffman, Chairman,
(A) S.L.A.: Its Relation to the Lipresiding
brary Profession. Mrs. Irene
A Printed Catalog /or the TechStrieby, First Vice-president,
nical Research Library. Mr.
presiding
Ernest F . Spitzer, Librar(B) 'Tellingthe World What and How.
ian, Consolidated Oil CorAlma C. Mitchill, Immediate
poration, New York
Past President, presiding
Social Science Group
Joint meeting with Biological Sci- WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 18th
ences Group at Neuro-Psychi- 1:oo-2:oo
atric Institute
Group Luncheons
University and College Group
Biological Sciences Group
Luncheon at Trinity College
Insurance Group. Margaret Lloyd,
Speaker, Prof. Morse S. Allen,
Chairman,..pres~ding, at Aetna
Trinity. Introduced by Dr.
Life Insurance Company
Arthur A. Adams, Librarian
Pub& Relations on an Individual

Basis. Dr. Marion A. Bills,
Asst. Secy., Aetna Life Insurance Company, Hartford
Museum Group
Newspaper Group
Public Business Librarians Group
Science Technology Group
Social Science Group. Martha
Schmidt, Chairman, presiding
A n Appreciation of Law and Reference Libraries. Hon. B. J.
hlonkiewicz, United States
Representative at Large
2:m-4:oo

Group Meetings
Biological Sciences Group. Hunt
Memorial Library. Estelle Brodman, Chairman, presiding
Pediatrics in Cohniai Days. Lantern slides. Dr. Ernest Caulfield, Librarian
Patients' Libraries. Mildred Schumacher, Librarian, United
Hospital Fund of New York,
N. Y.
Mental Hygiene-Trends and Aids.
Clara Bassett, Mental Hygienist, Connecticut State Department of Health, Hartford
Commerce Group. County Building.
Hearing Room. Joint meeting
with Financial, Social Science
and Public Business Librarians.
Martha Schmidt, Chairman,
presiding
Legislative Reference. Speaker, Dr.
Ernest S. Griffith, Library of
Congress, Legislative Reference Service, Washington,
D. C.
Panel Discussion. Leader, Rebecca
Rankin, Municipal Reference
Library, New York, Mr. William T. Byme, Congressman
from 28th District, New York
and Grace M. Sherwood,
State Librarian, Providence,
Rhode Island, participating

Insurance Group. Margaret Lloyd,
Chairman, presiding
Educations/ Courses Offered by the
Aetna Lqe Insurance Company. Amos E. Kedding, Field
Supervisor in charge of Casualty and Surety Sales Courses,
Aetna Casualty & Surety Co.,
Hartford
What an Insurance Library Means
to an Agent. Joseph M . Ward,
Agent, Phoenix Mutual Life
Insurance Company, Hartford
Tour of the building and libraries
Visit to Hartford College of Insurance and Law
Museum Group
Visits to:
Children's Museum of Hartford.
\%e'lcome
by Delia I. Griffin,
Director
Speaker: Mary L. Bass, Curator
of Education
Mark Twain Memorial. Greetings
by Miss Katherine Day, V i c e
President, Mark Twain Memorial Commission
Wadsworth Atheneum. Brief talk
by a staff member
Connecticut Historical Society,
Thompson R. Harlow, Librarian
Newspaper Group. Maurice Symonds, Chairman, presiding
Latin American Countries and
Propaganda. Henry P. Bakewell, Lawyer with Alcorn,
Mitchell & Alcorn, Hartford
Science-Technology Group. Dr. Donald E. Cable, Chairman, presiding
Business Meeting
Methods Used in an Industrial
Research Library. Thelma R.
Reinberg, Librarian a t Battelle Memorial Institute,
Columbus, Ohio
SPECIALLIBRARIES

3:3o
University and College Group
Visit to Wesleyan University, Middletown. Greetings by Mr. Freemont Rider, Librarian. Tea in
Olin Library
4:3o
Tea at State Library
7:3o
Banquet
Toastmaster: Dr. James I. McConaughy, President, Wesleyan
IJniversity
Speaker: Cornclia Stratton Parker,
Author
THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE 19th

8:oo
Registration
8:3010:oo
Discussion Conferences. Same as
Tuesday
8:3o-IO:~
Newspaper Group. Breakfast meeting.
Maurice Symonds, Chairman, presiding
Speakers: Mr. Charles C. Hemenway, Editor-in-chief, The Hartford Times
Mr. Ward E. Duffy, Managmg
Editor of the Hartford Times,
Progress and Development o f
a Newspaper. Lantern slides.

IC:30-12:30

General Session. Laura A. Woodward,
President, presiding
What is Frpedom o f the Press? E.
Robert Stevenson, Editor-inchief, Waterbury Republican
American, LVaterbury, Conn.
Business meeting
Report of Committee on Constitution and Gy-Laws
Report of Nominating Committee
Report of Resolutions Committee
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 19th

:oo-2:oo
Group luncheoils and business meetings
Financial Group
Insurance Group
Luncheon at Phoenix Mutual Life
Insurance Company
Business meeting and visit to
library
bluseum Group
Newspaper Group
Social Science
2:3o
Buses for Yale
3:30
Tea a t Sterling Memorial Library, Yale
University
8:m
Meeting of New Executive Board,
Hotel Bond, Hartford
I

of pages, or the compactness of flat filing
that they desire. For libraries that have
the film from sagging off the core during been splicing short films together, the
the unwinding and rewinding processcs suggestion of a method whereby short
on the reading machine. The wc~und
films can he put on a reading machine as
spools can be stored in cans, or in the
quickly and safely as can ordinary reels,
storage cabinet mentioned abovc (the
may tempt them to try a double filing
article describing this cabinet suggests
substituting galvanized nails for the system, one for flanged 100-foot reels of
pegs when wooden cores are used), or, as single subjects, and the other for the
the makers of the spools themselves smaller flangeless Goler spools-just as
suggest, in the shallow drawers of legal many libraries have different "filing
blank cabinets that are sold by most systems" for bound books and for
pamphlets. For those libraries that have
makers of office equipment.
For those individuals and libraries who been keeping each microfilm title as an
favor the short-strip methods, the Goler individual roll, this new device promises
spool can offer neither the quick location to solve most of the difficulties.

A detachable flange is provided to keep
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Transportation Rates
for

the S. L. A. Conurntion
~

1

/

R a ~ ~ n o nFanes
o

Pullman
AND

Oneway

Albany (via Springfield). . . . . . . . . . . . .

$2 6C

Baltimore.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boston (via Springfield). . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boston (via Willimantic). . . . . . . . . . . .
Chicago.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cincinnati . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6.80
2.53
23 5
18.40
16.75

49.70
45.70

Cleveland.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11 65

32.70

14.40

39.90

.I

Dayton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15.80

Detroit. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14.95

Indianapolis.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17.35

Los Angeles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Milwaukee.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Montreal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Peoria.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Philadelphia.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pittsburgh.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t
s t . ~ o u i s .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

/

56.03
20.10
7.20
2.20
20.95
4.90
11.50
22.25

1'

56.03
7.60

San Francisco.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Washington.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

BETWEEN
AND

/

32.35
60.05

One-way

.

upper

-.
-

-we.

seat

(From Springfield)

/

1

1

1

1

1

/

1

4.35
6.30
5.25
360
(From New York)
2.70
3.95
(From New York)
3.10 1 4.50 1
( ~ r d r nNew ?ark)
3.60 1 5.25 1
(F& New ~ o r k )
3.10
4.50
(From New York)
4.35 ( 6.30 /
(From New Haven or
New York)
17.40
22.85
5.40
7.10

/

/
I

1

2.70
3.95
5.25
7.65
(From New Haven or
New York)

-.
-

I PLANEFARES BUS FAKES

/ /

1

One Round One Round
Way Trip Way
Trip

.I

L o s Angeles.. . . . ~$151.23i$~i2.20$42.50$76.50

Albany.. . . . . . . . . . .
Baltimore.. . . . . . . . .

Milwaukee.. . . . . . .
Montrcd.. . . . . .
New York . . . . . .
Peoria. . . . . . . . . . .
Philadelphia. . . . .
.
.,t,b.,h..
St. Louis.. . . . . . . .
San Francisco . . .
Wmhington.. . . . .

Boston. .

.
.
Chicago . . . . . . . . .
Cincinnati.. . . . . . .
Cleveland . . . . . . .
Columbus.. . . . . . . .
Dayton . . . . . . . . . . . .
Detroit . . . . . . . . . .

Jndianapolis..
Kansas C i t y . . .

PULLMAN
CHAROES

i/

It,:,

.-

Columbus.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

, ,

-~

..

38:Mi

5 0 3 8 89 8 i 13 50
21.051
;:34
6.90' 12 4 2 1.50'
. . . . . . . . . . .I 14.70

:

24 30
11:X
2.70
26.50

Philadelphia Library Resources*
By F:LEANOR

S. CAVANAUGH

Librarian, Standard and Poorr' Corp., Ncw York Ciry

I

N A &page pamphlet covering 29
m a j m subjects in the field of knowledge there is opened t o scholars and
rescarch people the resources of the City
of Philadelphia, comprising approximately 5,coo,ooo volumes, maintained a t
an estiniatcd cost of $r,jco,ow.
This d a t a is compiled as part of 3. report
of Philadelphia Libraries to the Carnegie
Corporation of New York by the Bihliographical Planning Ccnlnlittee of Philadelphia, of which Mr. Conyers Read is
Chairman a n d Mary Louise Alexander
the Director.
T h e report is in five parts and aside
from part 4, which is the main section of
the survey, there is a chronology of the
Philadelphia libraries u p to 19w,a classified list of libraries in Philadelphia and a
table of lihrary statistics giving number of
volumes, periodicals, and also an alphabetical index to libraries which refers you
t o pages in the suhject part.
P a r t 4, or the main section of the report, is most important as it gives, in
tabulated form, printed on the page crosswise, an abstract of materials in subject
fields. T h e material is arranged in three
colunins: the first giving the main subject
field with sub-divisions of this field, next
the names of the libraries containing collections in this field, and in the third

column explanatory notes, which evaluate
the holdings of each library in a given
sulject or sub-division thereof.
T h e classified list is designed to show a t
a glance t h e collections covering t h e major fields of knowledge in Philadelphia,
and although the statistics on library
ccsts are, according to the inrnlduction,
based on figures supplied by only a few
libraries, they are important as they show
the range of amounts spent {or maintaining libraries of various sizes.
?'he report shows t h e holdings of 150
companies and, as the Director states,
s h o w a new approach to the problem of
showing qualitative and quantitacivc d a t a
on research facilities. This survey is definitely a new approach to the problem of
presenting information on research facilities and may well serve as a pattern
for filture surveys of library resources.
Librarians, scholars and research workers should find this study of inestimable
value in their work. T h e Committee is
to he congratulated upon setring the
stage for future contemplated studies of
this kind.
This report m a y be purchased from the
Bibliographical Planning Committee,
Philadelphia Bihliographical Center, Fine
Arts Building, IJniversity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for
so$ per copy.
E. S. C.

Personal

RARE BOOKS

Afield in the N e d

It is of special interest to SLAers to find the
names of two of our prominent mcmbrrs among the
ALA nominees for office in 1941-194%.
They are:
For 2nd Vice-Preiident: l h t h Savord, Librarian,
Council on Foreien Relations. Inc.. New
York City.
For E.vecutiae RorrrdMembrc Marian C. Mnnley,
.
Ruiinris Branch Librarian, Business Branch,
Nrwnrk Public Library, Newark, New Jersey.
Here's hoping!
O n the UP!

SPECIAL SUBJECTS
v
RICHARD S. WORBlSER
22 W E S T 4 8 S T
~ R E~E T
NEW YORK

~

LIBRARIANS
SUPPLIED

POSITIONS
WANTED
For Librnriins well

Miss Linda H. Morley, Liborion, Industrial
Relations Counselors, Inc., who has been in the
New York Hospital for several months has recovered
from her scrious illness and will soon be back a t
hcr desk.
Hcr many SLA fricnds send best wishes far her
continued i~nprovement.

For positions of
any type in any
part ofthecountry.
This service is free.

qualified for all
branches of library

work.

w r i t immrdiotoly to Dent. C

Our Condoleocc

The American Librarians' Agency

I t is with great sympathy that we report thc
sudden death in Washington of Mrs. Martin Fisher,
the married sister of Kcbecca B. Rankin.
SLA sends grciltcst sympathy.

WINDSOR. CONNECTICUT

I PICTORIAL ARCHIVES
I

News Briefs

I
I

In Print!

I

I

Illustrationsfrom Old Books
I
I
Old Prints and photographs-and illustrations I
1
fmm old books, magazines and newspapers.
I
1

I n the March Birllrlin of the Cilifurnin Library
Associntion you will find an excellent article on 'Tht
Librory'i PIiirr in Ameriia'r Defense Progmm by K.
Dorothy Fcrguson, librarian, Unnk of America,
I Research and Reading Mattor
10.000 Svbjectn I
I
I San 1;rancisco.
1
228 East Forty-first Street
Thc Diirnision Method for Libriirier is an intercstI
I ing brief account of this new development. I t was in
I
NEW YORK
I
I the W i h n BuNetin for February, 1941.
I n Currmf Nrwi for December, 1940, published
i
Telephone: Murray Hill 2-5658
I
I by the Philadelphia Electric Company thcre is a
I
& ,---,
,
,
-,
1
,
,
good story about thr company library, well illustrated
with infmmal pictures.
PERIODICAL
A Catalq for <he SmoN Law Library by Prlilrs 0.
lirNDERs
Price in thc Law Library Joimzni for January 194,.
for PAMPHLETS, REPORTS, Etc.

I

--- . -- - --

MARVALUX

ALL SIZES

.

H e l ~ f u Defense
l
Bibliosm~hies

During the past few months the ALA has issued
second part uf the Rmkliit several hclpful
us
bibliographies. \Tc list them ns follows:
Induitrinl Tliining for Ddenir, August, 1940
Lnrin America, Oct. ,940
Aeroniiiaic Tmining f o r National Defense, Nov.
1940

Green Industries

MARVALUX DEP'T
19P.~L ~1.~~. N ~ WYorr

Dangcn to Democracy, Jan. 1941
Canada, Feb. 1941

SPECIAL
LIBRARIES

Thc A n of the Book
This winter a most interesting series of talks has
been given a t the Clrveland Museum of Art on the
"Development of the Art of the Book." The program
was suggested by the Museum Library and worked
out in cooperation with thc Educational Department of the Museum and a representative from the
Cleveland School o f Art.
Such a program might be suggestive for the use
of SLA Chapters either for their own meetings or
for open meetings to interest the community in good
book design.

Hartf o r d - t h e

Insurance.

Industrial a n d Cultural Center of t h e
World awaits t h e

Special Librarians
in June

HOTEL BOND
WILLARD H. ROGERS
P,aa&n, ond C l n a d MSMS"

Guide to Bvainers L'iter*mrc

Standard Statistics Co., lnc. recently started a
new business service under the able dircction of

Eleanor S. Cavanaugh. From thc tremendousstrram
of business literature which passes into the librcwy,
the largest of its kind in this country, they propose
to issue a monthly list of the outstanding books,
pnmphlets, reports, magazines, and even speeches
in A Srlrrtior Guide to Current Buiineii Literature.

SCHOOLof LIBRARYSCIENCE
Dre.4 Institute of ~ ~ ~ h n o l o & ) .

A one-year muse for college graduates l a d i n g
t o degree of Bachelor of Science in Library
Science.
Special late afternoon dnsse. for thoceactively
engaged in library work.
Accredited by Board of Education for Librarianship.
Fw I n f m m l i o n oddreas:
DEAN O F T H E LIBRARY SCHOOL
Drcxel Institute of Technology

Nations1 Health Libra17

The National Health Library has moved from
50 West 50th Street to 1790 Broadway, New Yark
City. I n line with the current interest on health and
national defense, the heading National defense has
been added to the subject headings for the Librory
Index, a Weekly Indtx to Current Pcriodirol Liternturc i n lhc FirLi of Public Health. which is issued by
the National Health Library for a small annual subscription. Since the size of this index is limited, all
articles on health and national defense can not be
listed, but the Library is compiling a list an cards.
These are classified in large groups. Some of the
headings are army, civilians, communicable diseases,
evacuation problems, industry, medical preparedness, mental hygiene, nursing, nutrition, sanitation,
social hygiene, tuberculosis.
Iflibrarians would like copies of the cards on file,
some arrangement could no doubt be made to supply
them for a small fee.
More Miniature Libraries

l u s t arrived were two SLA Chapter Bulletins
which included write-ups about member special
libraries. We note them for you:
An Industrial Rercarrh Lihary by Thelma R.
Reinberg, Likrarinn, Bnttille Memorial Institute,
Columbus, Ohio, in the winter Newi-Lmer of ihe
Cincinnati Chapter.
The Library qf the Prouident M u l i d Lije I n i w
ance Campony b y Edythe G. Roberts, Ariiitont
Librarian, in 81iNetin ofihr SprciolLihmier Counril
ofPhiladelphia for March 1941.
Philadelphia Bibliographicol Center and Union
Lihary Catalogue by Rudolph Hirsch in Bulletin of
the S ~ E CLibrariri
~ Y ~ Coi'ncil of Philndrlphin ior
March 1941.

PEIlADELPIIIA. PA.

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
CHANGE O F A D D R E S S
after May 1st
1.0,"

rgo State St., Albany, N. Y.

I

lo

JAMES

I

120 So. C h u r c h St.
S c h e n e c t a d y , N. Y.
C. H O W G A T EB O O K S E L L E R

Books Resch Finland

F

OR over forty years we
have used an effective
prescription to rebuild old,
worn books into strong, beautiful volumes.

7 We have no mysterious formula, simply an efficient supply of skilled craftsmen, latest
equipment, finest materials
and practical experience.
7 We have convinced a discriminating clientele . . . let
us convince you!

DESS

TALAN CO.

INCORPORATED

Library Binders
217 E. 144th St.

New York.

N. Y

Thp Chairman of the Finnish 1-ibmry Committee
of thr SLA has reccivcd n letter from the Chief of
rhe l'irss Drp;?rtmenr, Ministry for F o r e i ~ nAffairs,
of Finland, ncknowl~dgin~
thc rcccipt of hooks and
pcriodicds sent hy spccinl libraries of the Chited
States and C m a d ; ~to the Library of the l'cclmical
Univcrsir? of 1;ininnd through chis committee.
The library of the l'cchnical University a t Helsinki, the only tcchnicnl univcrriry in Finland, was
completciy destmycd by bombs. A new collection
must he sssumblcd. I'u!dic;~tions along technical and
scientific lines, including mcdical books, i r e especially needed. l'hc International Exchange Scrvice of the Smithsonian Institution is occcpting the
books for shipment. They arc being carried by
Finnish steamers to the Arctic port of Pctsamo.
If you arc interested in helping, will you communicate with 0. Louise Evans, Chairman Finnish
Library Commirtce, Special Libiaries Association,
5 1 5 q t h Street, N.\Y., \Vashington, D. C., or with
Mr. Risto Solanko, Counselor of thc Finnish Lcgdrion in Washington. As the Smithsoninn Institution,
according to its rulcs, cannot pay for transportation
of the books to Washington, D. C., donators are
requested to inform the I'innish Legation in Washington about the casts involved and the Legation
will src thesc costs are pnid without delay.
Nncion.1 Defense Library

CHEMICAL
JOURNALS
0

The Journal of Organic
Chemistry
Editor: LYNDONF. SMALL

Bimonthly.

One volume a year. $6.00

Chemical Reviews
Editor: W. ALBERT Pr'ouEs, JR.
Bimonthly. Two volumes a year.
$7.00 for both annuel volumes.

I n \T'ashington in July 1940a National Defense
Library was organized through the cooperation of
the Bureau of Research and Statistics of the National Advisory Council for National Defense and
the Library of Congress. I t has n staff of twelve
under the direction of Miss Carol Wanner, graduate
of Drexel Institute Library School and former
assistant librarian a t the \ P . . Library in
\Vashington.
Thc Commission's varied interests indicate the
extent "f the Library's activities: finance, industrial
materials, transportation, procuremrnt and priorities, consumer problems, industrid production, agriculture, labor supply, indusrrial training, industrial
relations, pricc stabilization, military requirements
including ammunition and armament, and housing.
Rsw Msrerinls

o Journal of Physical

Chemistry
Editor: 5. C . LIND
One volume of nine numbers a year.
$10.00
For detailed injorrnotion write fo

The Williams & Wilkins Company
BALTIMORE. MD.

At a recent meeting of thc Conmerce Group of
the New Yark SL.4, a wcll known expert on raw
materials, a Columbia University professor spoke
o n thc subjccr of raw motcrid deficiencies, reserves,
and potentialities of the United Stares. Interest in
this t d k was so widespread rhnt copies af the lecture
notcs, bibliography, and commodities map have
been made. Anyonc dcsiring a copy may obtain one,
as long ns thc sopply lasts, by sending fifteen ccnts
to hliss Louisc I'oynur, School nf Business Library,
Columbia IJniversity, Nevi York City.

Publications
Who's Who in Latin America

With the great interest in South America a new
bibliographic service has been started in Chicago by
the Pan American Council in conjunction with the
A. M. Marquis Co. They will publish semi-monthly
a bulletin with short biographies of South American
statesmen, industrialists, writers and other praminent Latin Americans.
New Bank Publication

The I'inancial Group of the Special Libraries
Association has just published a helpful booklet
which evcry bank and financial house should hrve.
I t gives an excellent, selccted list of outstanding
publications in the financial field issued during the
past four years. Each of the books, pamphlets, reference books, periodicals, and government publications which are included is discussed in a short
review. To bring a collection up-to-date on such subjects as consumer credit, public finance, invest.
ments, bank credit and loans, and many other fields,
no better source could be consulted. Copies of A n
Annototed Sirpplemenr to the 1937 Edirian of 72c
Bonk Libmry, by Mary P. McLean, Librarian of
American Bankers Association, can be obtained for
716 fmm the Secretary of the Financial Group, Miss
Ruth Miller, Librarian, Central Hanover Bank &
Trust Company, 70 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Defcn.e Aids

The Industrial Relations Section of the Department of Economics and Social institutions ofPrinreton University since the first of the year has issued
several pamphlets which are digests of industrial
relations. The titles are ( I ) The Organization of' a
Perronnel Dqrmrtmcnt, (2) 'The Enzplaymmt Diuiiian,
(3) Kc-Organization of Hour Schcdulei and Problerni
and Poiiriei in I n d u m i a l Helatiom i n o War
Erononiy (a Bibliography).
l'hesc arc extremely well done, simple 2nd should
prove most helpful to companies on defense work.
O u r Fanorier

Just now when Defense Production means so
much to us in America it is well to take a quick
view of the growth ofour manufacturing industries.
I n Amerira'i F n m r i e i Growth a n d Derline by Max.
well S. Stewart, just released by the Public Affvirs
Committee you will find just such a bricfaccaunt.
This pamphlet is Lased on The Oarpur of Manufocturinr Induiirir.r, iSyp-,937 by Solomon Fabricant
published by the National Bureau of Economic Re.
search, n study which was made under a grant by
the Miuricc and Laura Falk Foundntion, Pittsburgh.

PERIODICAL
BINDING -$1.65
JEat rate includes
volumes to 14 inches
American Library Association
specifications; best quality and
appearance; expert handling.
Free shipping cartons supplied.
Three binderies to serve you.
Address nearest one for full
particulars.

EDWIN ALLEN COMPANY
l l W S. Wabash AYB.

CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
Sants Fe Bldg. Unit P
DALLAS
9015 E. 05th. St.

Trade-Names
Index
A List With
Definitions and Sources
from a cardfile in the

Technology Department
of the

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh
An alphabetical list of 3 4 9 6 tradenames, giving definitions a n d sources
c o n c e r n i n g materials, processes a n d
equipment having s o m e technical significance.
192 pp. 1941. Price: $ 4 . 0 0 p l u s p o s t a g e

Order fmm

Special Libraries Association
31 East T e n t h Street, N e w York

THE CREATION AND
DEVELOPMENT
of an

INSURANCE LIBRARY
T e d Written by

DANIEL N. HANDY
Libmrrnn, 1nlluionc. Library Aoeoeiati." o j Boston

Suggestions as t o organization, physical
layout, personnel, classification and sources
of information for an insurance library.
Includes lists of books covering all classes
of inrurunce remmmended for immediate
purchase.
Second and Revised Edition, 1941
Price: $1.00 plus postage

50 pages.

07der from

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION
31 East Tenth Street. New York

O c ~ n l t i o n sH
l dm
Thc Western Personnel Service has issued two
more occupational aids under the titles of Motion
Picture Koiriirih and T o w Might L i k e Chemurgy n i o
Corrtr. Both arc excellent brief presentations which
should prove of great value to young people investigating fields for possible careers.
Another L i b m y Aid

A new edition of The Lilrary K e y d n Aid for
Uring Booki and LUrorici by Zaidee Brown has
just been issued by The H. W. Wilson Company.
I t is intcndcd for students in senior high schools and
collrgcs and adults who are not lamiliar with how a
library works. I t describes these inside workings in
simple language. This edition also strerscs the
mcthods of using library aids.
The Lirernrure of Chemisw

Here is a handbook which covers the entire field
of chemical literature, in a simple, systematic way.
The author, Grace lligby Cameron, L i h r i a n ,
Chemical Library, Louisiana State University, has
used her wide experience in this field to make a
thorough survey for the aid of students and research
workers. All sources are divided into g r o u p of like
character, i.e. Dictionaries, Handbooks, Indexes,
etc. and under each division the most important
reference tools are fully described. This is a thoroughly useful guide.
-.

.-

(Conlinucd /re." *age 115)

MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTIONS
A com lete, efficient Magazine
service or all Libraries.
Send us a copy of your list for
quotation.
Place your list with a recognized
Library Agency.
Have you a copy of our Librarians'
Guide? The 1940-41 edition is
n o w ready. Free on request.
Plan to visit us when you come to
the A.L.A. meeting in Boston in
June of 1941. See the details of
placing your subscriptions.
Also odd numbers of magazines,
volumes or complete sets supplied
from our stock of over a million
magazines.

?

F. W. FAXON COMPANY
83-91 Francis Street
Back Bay, Boston, Mass.
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the sciences, for instance, seems to cut
across other branches of science. This
is equally true of the social sciences and
t h e humanities. There are no longer a n y
water-tight compartments.
A weakness of any resources survey
confined to a single institution or even to
a single city is a lack of objectiveness because comparative d a t a are wanting. In
surveying a multiple number of libraries,
however, distributed over a large region,
or perhaps througliout the country, certain special problems arise. T h e chief
difficulty is in trying to compare unlike
libraries, t h a t is in attempting t o set u p
standards or criteria which may be
equally applied to all sorts of libraries
everywhere. Is there a n y standard which
can be used to compare a university
library of a rnillioi~volumes with a small
college library, or the New York Public
Library with a public library of 25,000
volumes? An assemblage of material

'

which would be regarded as an extraordinary special collection in the average
college or public library niight scarcely
be mentioned by the Library of Congress
or Harvard University. Nevertheless,
even a small library may, if it has concentrated in one or two directions, have
brought together materials whose value
cannot be lightly dismissed. One shouid
also take cognizance of a library's location. In a region poorly supplied with
library facilities, collections which might
be ignored in the large book centers
would be fully described, for a primary
purpose of surveys is to have each region
make maximum use of its own resources
before turning to libraries elsewhere.
Surveys of library resources have fnr
the past several years been growing in
number and importance. A few examples
are listed in the appended bibliography.
I t is evident that, if this movement retains its present momentum, we shall
have available within a reasonable period
guides to the leading research collections
of the whole country.
SOME LIBRARY SURVEYS AND SURVEY AIDS

Almond, Nina m d Fisher, H . H . Sprcial Colirclianr in lhc
Eoaar Library on IVor, Kmolurion, arrd Pcocc. Stanford Univenity, Calif., 1DlQ.
American Antiquarian Socicty. A Guidr lo the Rciarrcrr.
Worcriler, Mar% 1937.
A S L I R Dircrlary London. 1928.
Bibliuarrohical Plannine Cornmilkc. A Pacuilv Surwv
. of
Ihc Uniaersii? 01 Pcnnryisnnin LDroricr Phihdelphir, 1910.
nirhop.w. \\'. ''~esoorcpsoi h e r i c m ~ i b m ~ i Libmry
~ ~ . "
Qroncrly. Vol. 8, DD. 445470. Ocf. 1938.
Brown, Karl, c a m p "Guide to the Reference Collections
of the New York l'ublic Library." Rzcllclin 01 the .Vm Yorh
Publir L i b a r v . rariou~irruei from 1935 to 1941.
Cannm, Carl L. Gui& to Librory Poriiitiri l o r A'alionnl
De/cnrc. Chicago. 1940.
Downs, R. B., ed. Guidrlor ihe DesiriWon ond Ruoluo&n
d Rcrcarrli .Waicriol,. Chicago, 1939.
Downs. R. B.. eil. Rewurirr oiSouiirrrn LQmriri. Chicano.
.. .

w e are in the market for

SCIENTIFIC
PUBLICATIONS
BOOKS

PERIODICALS

Forsign

Domealic

PLEASE MAKE OFFERS
Just issued:
Scientific Periodical Sets
Speeisl Spring Bargain List
Please write for list

B. WESTERMANN CO., INC.
Bootis~~~ens

IMPOETER~

20 West 48th St., Ncw York
BRynnt 9-5053

Librarv Costs
and ~ L d ~ e t s ~
by

Emma V. Baldwin and William E. Marcus

.

1938.

Gilder, Rurrmond m d Freedley, Gwrxc. Tlicalrc CoNcclionr
i n Libraries and llurrx6ni. N e w Yorh, 1936.
Hill, David S. Librnricr 01 ll'oii'inrlon. Chicapo, 1'136.
New Jrriey Library A~~ociatian.
S~trreyof SDerial Coilei~
lions in Rcw Jrrirv Lihroric~.N e w York, l9IO.
Poticr, .4. C. Library of Ifarvnrd Uniucriiiy. Cambridge,

*","

In this study eacl~major library service or
process has been broken down to provide as
complete and fnctt~nla Insir for study and
comparison ns possible. The statistical
tables submitted not only deserve study for
the facts they disclose concerning n single
phase of library service, but also in mnnection rvith other snrnmurica, for relnrively
high expenditures in one activity may be
found to he rrflectd in llrwered coit elsewhere.

Price $3.00, Ready April

.7"7.

Raney, M.L. Tha Uni8rnily Librarirr. Chica~o, 1933.
Richardson. E. C. Specie1 Colleilionr in North Ancriron
Librerim Yardlcy. Penn.,1927.
wind,e11, constance M. L o r d " # Books /or Mlr-Lib,a,y
h s . New Y d . 1930.

R. R. Bowker Co.
62 W. 45th St., New York

INDEX

1888

1939

t o the

JOURNAL

OF THE

AMERICAN

The INDEX
is as indispensable to the librarian as the JOURNAL is
to those seeking to keep abreast of the rapidly advancing frontier of statistical methods and their applications. I t is the key
t o the store of material in the first 34 volumes-much of which
is as timely today as when it first appeared.
$1.00 a copy, postpaid
102 pages
Scnd your order t o thc Sccrctary

AMERICAN
STATISTICAL
ASSOCIATION
1626 K Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
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SPECIAL
LIBRARIES

Library Supplies 0 Library Furniture, Tables,
Chairs, Magazine Racks, Card Catalog Cases,
Book Trucks

Filing Cabinets, W o o d o r

Steel 0 Insulated Filing Equipment 0 Kardex
Visible Records 0 Folders 0 Guides
Files 0 Steel Book Stacks

Flexi

Exhibit Cases

0 The complete line of library equipment.

Buffalo, New York
Branches in all Principal Cities

DIRECTORS REGISTER
A werence Volume Long qeeded
Containing information on the officers, directors, trustees and
Dartners of thousands of oreanizations
throuehout
Connecticut.
c7
u
:ncluding manufacturing-banklng-insurance-various
other businesses-universities-colleses-schools-l~bries-cubs-cvic
and
wide organizaphilanthropic groups-h~pitals-societies-state
tlons.
Composed of two sections alphabetically arranged. Corporation
and Firm section sives organizations name and address, officers,
directors, trustees oFpartner;, type of institution. Directors section
gives individual's name and address and various affil~ations.
PRICE:$15.00 pre-publication, after publication, $zo.oo

DIRECTORS REGISTER OF CONNECTICUT COMPANY
ORANGE

LIBRARY

.

CONNECTICUT

BINDERS
AND BOOKSELLERS

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
7 4 Oraton Street

Branch Office:
580 Pifth Avenue, New York

RADEMAEKERS LIBRARY AND SCHOOL BINDINGS have won universal
recognition because of durability and attractive appearance.

THE BINDERY IS OLD: the binding methods are NEW, uptodate, practical.
Prompt service is a specialty.
Prices, samples, trained representatives, await the summons of the librarians.

SPECIAL SERVICE for Magazine Bindings
We are prepared to supply our trade, at cost, with almost any back numbered
issue of Technical Magazines or Trade Journals.
Send us your magazines for binding and let us worry about your missing
issues.
President
WILLIAMH. RADEMAEKERS.

STECHERT
SERVICE
TO THE LIBRARIAN MEANS
0

0

ACCURACY
DEPENDABILITY

0

ECONOMY
SPEED

STECHERT SERVICE is not only a slogan but a
POLICY OF FAIR DEALING and PERFORMANCE
We Supply

BOOKS

and

PERIODICALS

New and Secondhand.
Dome~ticand Foreign.
Out of Print.

Subscriptions.
Sets.
Runs.
Single Volumes.

A compctent, well trained staff is available to extend
prompt and efficient Service regarding all questions
concerning Books or Periodicals.
Our constantly expanding OUT OF PRINT Department
is well qualified to take care of all your needs in this Field.
Please send us your WANT LISTS.

STECHERT SERVICE is restricted not only to Book
Selling. We are continually interested in purchasing
complete Libraries, large or small, as well as single BooksPeriodicals, sets, runs or volumes. Domestic or Foreign.
Estimates given upon Request
We invite all Special Librarians to share in the benefits of
our Service.

G, E. STECHERT & CO,
31 E A S T

10th S T R E E T

.

NEW

YORK

Branches:

PARIS

LRlPZlG

LONDON

Hospitalatrasse No. 10

2 Star Yard

16 Rue de Conde
BHRNB ( S w i t ~ . d a n d l

Carey St. W.C. 2

15 Distelaeg

Via Sottoripa $ 1

Also

OENOA (Agency)

.orrespondents in d l o t h e r ioreipn counttie.

FOR SALE
Annales de Chimie e t de Physique: Ser. I-X: 1789-1930
Arms and Explosives: Vols. 2-17 (1893-1919)
Berichte, Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft: Vols. 18-72
(1885-1939)
Bulletin, Societe Chimique de France: 1886-1936
Chemical Abstracts: k t , and, 3rd "Decennial" Index
Chemical Reviews: Vols. 1-23
Journal de Pharmacie et de Chimie: 1919-1934
Journal, Society of Dyers and Colorists: Vols. 1-56
Journal, American Society of Agronomy: Vols. 1-31
Landolt-Boernstein: Chemisch-Physikalische
Tabellen,
5th ed.
Liebig's Annalen der Chemie: long runs
Naturwissenschaften, Die: Vols. 1-%7 (1913-1939)
Zeitschrift fuer Angewandte Chemie: complete set
Zeitschrift fuer das gesamte Schiess- und Sprengstoffwesen:
Vols. 1-15 (19OG-1920)
NEW A M E R I C A N B O O K S
(current publications) delivered ''podage FREE", with
DISCOUNT on "scientific" books,
"non-scientific" books,
a50/0 DISCOUNT on
~rovided
+ ~ -- ~ nublisher's name
1s correcily stated, and
only on terms, "10 days".

-

GERMAN ("scientific" only) ,new BOOKS supplied
within reasonable time

-

WANTED: scientific JOURNALS in all languages,
bought for CASH or EXCHANGE account.
[Chemical books (in any language), if in
good second-hand condition.
WHOLESCIENTIFIC
LIBRARIES
bought at
any time.

UNIVERSUM BOOK EXPORT CO., INC.
45 East 17th Street, New York, N. Y.

I

NEWSPAPER FILES IN 98% LESS SPACE
ON AGE-DEFYING MICROFILM
Leading newspapers, domestic and foreign,
have solved with "Microfilm Editions" the problems of bulk, of quick
deterioration and of maintenance costs presented by ponderous bound
copies of newspapers. More than 800 newspaper pages are photographed
on a single microfilm reel which is contained in a carton measuring only
four inches square and a n inch in thickness. Back files and current editions to a total of more than L0,000,000 newspaper pages have been
photographed on Recordak microfilm so as to provide libraries with the
most compact, convenient and inexpensive newspaper files ever made
available for library and reader use.
For reading microfilm editions the Recordak Library Film Reader
combines high optical quality, simplicity of operation and a wide range
of magnifications in a precision-built unit which has won the enthusiastic endorsement of librarians and individual readers throughout the
country. Low in cost, and incorporating technical refinements and
exclusive features which have anticipated every microfilm reading requiremenf the Recordak Library Film Reader is built to afford years
of untroubled performance and value for owner and user alike. For detailed information about Recordak Newspaper Service and the Recordak
Library Film Reader, write Recordak Corporation (Subsidiary of E a s ~
man Kodak Company), 350 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

THE
RECORDAK
LIBRARY
FILM READER
Model C

Our Greetings
to Special Librarians!
May we extend t o you ow cadiaI
wishes for a successful Conference,
and for anotber successful year?
MacmiIkm Library Deparfment

For Reference
INTER-AMERICAN STATISTICAL YEARBOOK, 1940,
edited by Raul C. Migone
Complete data on commerce, population, production, resources, banking and
investments, currency, and many other phases of life in every country in thls
hemisphere
including Canada, Mexico, all South America, all Central
America.
$6.00
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH,
edited by Walter S. Monroe
A comprehensive and critical synthesis of the results of educational research
in every field, compiled for practical application. Of inestimable value to
libraries of education and social science.
$10.00

-

For Business Libraries
BARRIERS T O WORLD TRADE by Margaret S. Gordon
A study of the complicated network of international trade restrictions which
grew up in the last decade, with their origins, their economic implications,
$4.00
and their administration.
FIELD WAREHOUSING AS A FACILITY FOR LENDING AGAINST
COMMODITIES by Wesley J. Schneider
A critical examination of field warehousing as an opportunity for banking
service. Discusses the special requirements of this type of financing, the proven
practices in field-warehouse lending, methods of procedure, warehouse practices
and problems, and different types of insurance. Includes a careful analysis of
four case histories for illustration.
Prob. $1.50

For Scientific Libraries
THE SOCIAL RELATIONS OF SCIENCE by J. G. Crowther
An analysis of the origin of science, its placq in society, and che role science
must play in economic and social reorgamzatlon.
$3.50
THE SCIENTIFIC PHOTOGRAPHER by A. S. C. Lawrence
A practical aid to mastering the technique of scientific photography, with
sections on color, on the lens, and chapters on special scientific applications.
(Coming in June)
Prob. $3.75

THE MACMILLAN COMPANY

60 Fifth Avenue

New York

